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Wang Mingzhe never dreamed that he would meet Lin Fan in Jiangshi.

This guy is not dead yet?

“Wang Shao, do you know this guy?” the woman asked inexplicably.

A look of contempt suddenly appeared on Wang Mingzhe’s face. Of

course, he knew that the Lin Family in Jingcheng had less waste!

what!

As soon as this statement came out, the two women in the room

immediately trembled at him, and there was a deep horror on their

faces, obviously frightened.

The Lin family, the No. 1 giant in Beijing!

Order the giants of the entire capital to spread all over the country and

enshrine them from all realms!

Even the Wang family is just a dog in front of the Lin family.

This is a real chaebol!

Dozens of industries are monopolized, and several of them are new

energy projects capable of dominating the development of a country.

All domestic well-known companies can be said to be related to the

Lin family. They are like a shadow that covers the entire China…with

one hand covering the sky!

And Lin Fan, unexpectedly came from such a top giant?

The woman was startled at first, but after hearing the word “Qi Shao”,

she sneered and said contemptuously:

“After a long time, it turned out to be a rubbish who was swept out of

the house ?” She had also heard that there was a rubbish in the Lin

family. Cai Shao was swept out and expelled from the capital when he

was ten years old.

Such waste is not as good as a dog. What is there to be afraid of?

Abandon less?

Lin?

These two words, like a sharp blade, lingered Lin Fan’s heart fiercely.

His eyes were full of brutal and murderous, scarlet!

The Lin family has regarded him as a shame since he was born, and

humiliated and tortured him in every possible way.

His childhood was spent in severe beatings, and Lin Fan was wounded

almost every day.

His mother will be brutally beaten if she protects her, and even once

again both mother and son were brutally beaten into the hospital.

And when he was ten years old, his mother finally died in depression,

dying on the bed, and the Lin family cruelly sent him, who was only

ten years old, out of the house.

If it hadn’t been for the old madman later, Lin Fan would have frozen

to death on that winter night.

But who would have thought that he, who was regarded as a shame by

the Lin family, turned out to be a martial arts wizard. After only three

years of practicing with the old madman, he could kill the international

giants on his own and become the dark emperor.

But after so many years, Lin Fan still can’t forget…

that, the Lin family who killed his mother!

That, the Lin family who wanted to put him to death!

Now!

A scornful smile also appeared on Wang Mingzhe’s face:

“Lin Fan, it’s been a long time since I saw you, and I almost didn’t

recognize you. But you really are the same as before, a trash!”

Looking at the cheapness of Lin Fan. With extreme clothing, Wang

Mingzhe subconsciously thought that Lin Fan was a worthless waste.

just!

Facing the other party’s insult, Lin Fan’s voice gradually became cold

and severe:

“I’ll let you go, don’t you understand?”

What!

Wang Mingzhe’s smile completely solidified, and then a thick hideous

color appeared:

“I haven’t seen it for more than ten years, I have the courage! You dare

to talk to me like this, and forget how we were insulted by us when you

were a child?”

“Now, I give you a chance to survive! Kneel down and kowtow to me

and apologize, and then swear that I will not contact Zhang Yichen

again in the future, I will let you go!”

Wang Mingzhe was extremely proud and looked at Lin Fan with

contempt. .

Such a waste is worthy of grabbing a woman with Wang Mingzhe?

joke!

Upon hearing this, Jiang Xin beside him yelled to Lin Fan arrogantly:

“Are you deaf? It’s rare that we, Shao Fang, don’t care about you, so

don’t hurry up and kneel!”

Looking at Jiang Xin, Zhang Yichen suddenly Astonished, he said in

disbelief:

“Sister Jiang, you betrayed me?”

This Jiang Xin is Zhang Yichen’s agent, and the news of her

appearance here tonight is only known to a few people such as Jiang

Xin.

Wang Mingzhe came directly, obviously because Jiang Xin had secretly

informed.

The person closest to her betrayed her?

just!

Jiang Xin face has not the slightest guilt, but Nu Sheng said:

“Zhang Ariel, you do not Bushihaodai, I this is for your sake, you do

not forget their own identity, but you Jia future daughter!”

“If If you do anything out of the ordinary, your future will be ruined,

and even the Zhang family will be unlucky.”

“Impossible!”

Zhang Yichen suddenly screamed, with a look of astonishment on his

face:

“When will I agree? Become the daughter-in-law of the Wang family?”

Wen Yan!

Wang Mingzhe grinned:

“You didn’t agree, but Zhang Lei did!”

Zhang Lei?

Zhang Yichen’s expression suddenly became dull, and his face was

completely pale.

No one in the entire capital knows that Wang Mingzhe is a pervert,

extremely cruel in the matter of bedclothes, and the women who have

followed him are extremely miserable.

Zhang Lei betrothed himself to him, this was pushing himself into the

fire pit!

Before Zhang Lei invited the bleeding wolf and the blood floating tug

to kill Zhang Yichen and usurp the position of the Zhang Family’s

Patriarch, but Lin Fan disintegrated.

But I didn’t expect that he was still alive, and jumped out again.

If she couldn’t be hard, Zhang Lei planned to come soft, and betrothed

her to Wang Mingzhe, because Zhang Lei knew she couldn’t refuse.

Facing the Wang family, even if it was their Zhang family, they had to

bow their heads.

She is a little star, how can she contend with such a behemoth?

This is to kill someone with a knife!

Puff!

Zhang Yichen sat weakly on the ground, her face already covered with

tears of despair.

My life is over!

just!

Just when Zhang Yichen was desperate.

A terrifying voice, at this moment, resounded like a thunder.

“Wang family, mere ants, why are you afraid?”
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